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CELL LINE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO FNE FISH ROTA VIRUSES

CHSE-214 was incubated only at IS, 20
and 2S'C, because they do not survive at
higher temperatures. The mammalian
cells were incubated at 37, 30 and 2S'C
but not at lower temperatures.

After the a9sorption period, the re-
maining inocula were decanted. The
monolayers were incubated with S ml of
EMEM without serum at the corre-
sponding temperature. Uninoculated
flasks of each cell line were incubated at
the different temperatures, and used as
controls. The flasks were observed daily
to determine the time to appearance of
cytopathic effect (CPE) and the time for
total destruction of the monolayer. After
a maximum incubation period of 4S
days, flasks with no CPE were rejected.

The fish rotaviruses were not able to
produce CPE in either of the two mam-
alian lines or in FHM cells. As shown in
Table 1, all the viruses produced CPE at
lS'C in CHSE-214, EPC and BB cells,
and at 20'C in CHSE. No CPE was de-
tected at any higher temperature.

Table 1 shows that the appearance of
CPE was rapid in CHSE-214 line with
total destruction of the monolayer in' 3
weeks or less at both IS' and 20·C. In
contrast although all rotaviruses replicat-
ed in EPC line, the development of the
CPE was slow, taking at least one month.
In BB, only SBR and SRV produced
CPE in the first week postinfection' at
lS'C, while the altlantic salmon rotavirus
(ASR) was not able to grow in that cell
line.

These results indicate that the CHSE-
214 is the most useful cell line for the
culture of fish rotaviruses at IS and
20·C. The different behaviour of these
cell lines to support the growth of the
five viruses could be based upon differ-
ences in the ability to adsorb on the cells
and/or in their capacity to replicate in
them.
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The characterization of a new virus
usually involves determination of its cell
culture spectrum. In this sense, few pa-
pers have been published on the Reoviri-
dae family (Meyers, 1979; Amend et aL,
1984; Hsu et aL, 1989). This can be due
to the relatively short history of this fish
viral group. In this work, we compare the
infectivity of five new fish rotaviruses on
fish and mammalian cell lines at different
temperatures.

The rotaviruses assayed were: turbot
rotavirus (fRY), isolated from turbot
(Scophthalmus maximus) by Lupiani et
aL (1989); smelt rotavirus (SRY), isolat-
ed from smelt (Osmerus mordax) by
Marshall et aL (1990); ASR and HBR
were isolated from altlantic salmon (Sal-
mo salar), in Canada and USA respect-
ively (unpublished isolation), and the
striped bass rotavirus (SBR), isolated
from striped bass (Morone saxatilis) by
Baya et aL (1990) in USA.

Six cells were tested, four from fish
and two of mammalian origin. The fish
cell lines included chinook salmon em-
bryo (CHSE-214), epithelioma papilo-
sum cyprini (EPC), fathead minnow
(FHM) and brown bullhead (BB). MA
104 (foetal rhesus monkey) and MDBK
(bovine kidney) were the mammalian
cells employed.

The cells were routinely cultured in
Eagle's minimum essential medium
(EMEM) supplemented with foetal calf
serum (10% for fish cells and 6% for
mammalian cells) and antibiotics, at their
corresponding optimum temperature
(CHSE-214 at lS'C; EPC, BB and FHM
at 2S'C; MA 104 and MDBK at 37·C).
Confluent monolayers (in 2S ml culture
flasks) of each cell line were inoculated
with 1 ml of each virus at a multiplicity
of infection (M.O.!.) of 0.001 to 0.1. The
inoculated flasks of EPC and FHM were
incubated at lS,20,2~ and 30'C, and BB
cells were also incubated at 37·C .



Incubation Rotaviruses
Cell Line temperature ("C) TRV ASR HBR SBR SRV

CHSE-214 15 5/16" 3/14 3/12 2/6 3/13
20 4/20 3/15 217 3/13 3/15
25

EPC 15 30/- 29/33 30/40 30/38 35/-
20
25
30

BB 15 30/- 20/- 4/16 4/5
20
25
30
37

Table 1.- Cell Susceptibility to Five Fish Rotaviruses

* Days to appearance of CPE/Days to total destruction
No total destruction detected after 45 days

--No CPE detected after 45 days

Summary
The infectivity of five recently isolated fish ro-

taviruses (TRV, ASR, HBR, SBR and SRV) for
fish (CHSE-214, EPC, FHM and BB) and 2 mam-
malian (MA 104 and MDBK) cell lines was assay-
ed at different temperatures. None of the viruses
produced CPE in either mammalian cell lines or
in FHM cells. CPE was slow to develop in EPC
and BB lines, but occurred rapidly with all the vi-
ruses tested in CHSE-214 line at both 15· and
20·C.
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